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SAMPLE TOPICS

Managing resources

Ensure that resources are truly resources, that is, 

things that help the schedule, not hurt.

Terminology, roles, process

“Fragnet,” “hammock,” “negative float,” 

“sponsors,” “cost engineers,” “development,” 

“maintenance,” “control”: these are but a few of 

the concepts we define and explore relationships 

among.

$349  

per course

Expert-led classes covering the 

most powerful concepts for 

managing and operating the built 

environment

Select a time and purchase at 

enstoa.com/products/colonnade 

REGISTRATION

COLONNADE 
CURRICULUM

Your journey to project scheduling mastery begins here.

Project Scheduling 

You’ve already got the basics you say? So then meeting budgets must 

be no problem. Resources are easy to predict. And of course, the critical 

path is clear, and your baseline, durations and percentage complete 

are accurate. Well, maybe there’s more to the “basics” than first 

meets the eye. This course lays a strong foundation in best-practice, 

modern scheduling concepts, setting you up to be a scheduler far above 

average. Put your scheduling skills to the test while building virtual 

buildings. Race against the clock and watch out for natural disasters!

Principles
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COMMON TO ALL COURSESMORE SAMPLE TOPICS

Schedule analysis

Identify trends signaling potential delays and future 

schedule issues.

Quality checking

Clean up the chief causes of schedule drift, like faulty 

logic, poor detail, and false resources.

Effective communications

Transmittals, submittals, reports, presentations all 

play vital roles in keeping your schedule useful and 

consistent.

Utilizing baselines

Tracking progress the right way.

Colonnade Course Kit
A few days before your course, we will 

drop ship a collection of goodies to 

help with class exercises and keep you 

energized.

Duration
2 four-hour sessions over two consecutive 

days (8 hours total). In these jam-packed 

sessions time doesn’t crawl by, it rockets 

past!

Frequency
Each course runs 2-3 times a month, at 

variety of times, so that you can find one 

that fits your time zone. 

Prerequisites
You’ll need a computer and internet 

connection, as well as a way to share 

audio and video (typically your computer 

or smartphone).

Credits
Each course qualifies as 8 hours of 

Project Management Professional (PMP®) 

continuing education credits. 

Takeaway
You’ll leave class with the valuable 

knowledge and skills we covered 

throughout the course and the 

opportunity to make new business 

contacts with fellow students and 

instructors. Use our PDF filled with the 

topics, exercises, and notes covered in 

class to serve as an ongoing reference.


